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ABSTRACT 
Ubiquitous computing environment demands a dynamic 

access control mechanism that can adapt to the changing 

security requirement of the computing environment. In this 

paper an authorization model for ubiquitous computing 

environment is proposed and a formal approach is adopted to 

design a flexible and scalable model to support intelligent 

authorization process in ubiquitous computing environment.        
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ubiquitous computing environment, a concept proposed by 

Mark Weiser [1-2] is an emerging computing environment in 

which people can do anytime and anywhere computing in a 

fully interconnected multi domain environment. The 

traditional security models need to be enhanced to deal with 

the new security requirements. In this paper the main 

objective is to investigate the security issues associated with 

authorization service in ubiquitous computing environments 

and propose a well designed formal model based on the notion 

computational intelligence that integrate multiple parameters 

from different security paradigms and adapt well with 

computing environment.       

The proposed model has a modular architecture in which 

security modules can be incorporated in the security policy to 

decide the authorization. The modular approach enables 

dynamic adaptation of policies for changing security 

requirements of target computing environment. The main 

security component is the security knowledgebase that 

implicitly provides computationally intelligent security 

framework at the backend for authorization model. 

2. RELATED WORK 
In past significant amount of research work has been done in 

the area of access control model and policies. The work done 

by Lampson [3] can be considered as foundation for formal 

approach towards access control technologies. The traditional 

access control models [4-6] were developed keeping in view 

the specific access control requirements of the system. These 

models were able to meet the protection requirement of the 

system through single policy framework and mechanism. 

With development of new computing environment, the 

traditional models were unable to meet multiple policy 

requirements through single access control mechanism. There 

is need for a flexible and scalable authorization model that can 

meet the different protection requirement of the computing 

system through single security mechanism. In this direction 

various extensions to the traditional models has been proposed 

in literature to address the security issues of emerging 

computing environment. The various studies in this context is 

outlined below. In research work [7], authors proposed a 

context centric access control model for ubiquitous and 

mobile computing environment by taking into account 

different types of metadata. Lin et al.[8] present a flexible, 

autonomous and non-redundancy access control model for 

ubiquitous computing environment which dynamically grants 

and adapts permissions to users based on context information 

including time, location and trust value. Hung et al.[9] 

proposed Activity-Oriented Access Control (AOAC) model, 

aiming to support user's activity in ubiquitous environments. 

Sejong [10] proposed a new access control model termed the 

Ubi-RBAC models based on the RBAC model and adds new 

components such as space, space hierarchy, and context 

constraints. Manachai et al.[11] proposed a spatio-temporal 

access that can be used by any application where the access is 

contingent not only on the role of the user, but also on the 

locations of the user and the object and the time of access. 

Sigrid et al.[12] in their work integrated context constraints 

with process-related role-based access control (RBAC) 

models and presented model that supports context-dependent 

task execution. The work proposed in the section 3, takes into 

the consideration the concept of policy based access control 

model with emphasis on the concepts of intelligent 

knowledgebase oriented authorization process for the 

development of effective authorization system for secure 

ubiquitous computing environment. 

3. UBIQUITOUS AUTHORIZATION 

FRAMEWORK 
The Authorization Model is used to formally represent the set 

of authorization policies. Formal modeling approach helps to 

verify and validate the security properties of the Authorization 

system for which it is designed. The authorization mechanism 

is the enforcement of the Authorization policy formally stated 

through Authorization model.  

In Ubiquitous computing environment, the entities that pair up 

for interaction may be unknown to each other and system may 

not have any past record of entities. In such case the system 

relies on the knowledge base developed over a period of time 

about the entities and the environment. In Ubiquitous 

computing environment the access decision depends on 

application of multiple access policies under different policy 

domain. There is a need of a model that is able to capture 
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complexity of the target environment and must enforce the 

authorization process based on multiple factors based 

authorization policy. In the next section the development of 

formal authorization model is described. The proposed model 

has different components which are used to develop 

authorization framework for ubiquitous computing 

environment.  

3.1 Development of Formal Ubiquitous 

Authorization Model (UAM) 
To provide secure authorization service a formal Ubiquitous 

Authorization model (UAM) is proposed for the specification 

of authorization security property of ubiquitous computing 

environment. The UAM specification provides the detailed 

information of different components used to develop 

authorization process that will allow only the legitimate 

access of resource in the computing environment.  

3.1.1  UAM Model Specification 
In order to specify the Ubiquitous Authorization model a state 

machine based formal approach is considered to define system 

model as an abstract state transition system. With respect to 

Ubiquitous computing environment the proposed abstract 

state machine system compose of set of states, system entities, 

set of operations, transition functions, authorization evaluation 

function. The UAM generic specification is a 5 tuple as 

follow. 

0|,,,, sISUAMAuthStatePARSS USTUUUUAM 
 

where 

SSU  : Set of Ubiquitous System States  

:ARU  Set of Ubiquitous Access Request Operation 

:AuthStatePU Authorized State Permission Set 

:UAMST System Transition function 

:
0|sISU Initial System State. 

 

Fig 1: The Generic specification of Formal Ubiquitous 

Authorization Security Model. 

Ubiquitous System State: A state SSUs represents the 

current state of the Ubiquitous computing system and holds 

the necessary information required to make access control 

decision. 

Access Request: The access request ARUar is a user 

request to access a particular resource in Ubiquitous 

Computing system. 

Authorization State Permission: The authorization policy 

equation ASPUp  is a multi attribute policy equation that 

decides whether the user access request is allowed or not 

allowed in a given state.  

State Transition Function: The state transition function 

UAMSTssMOptf ),,( ' represent set of operation or actions 

with preconditions .The application of transition function 

results in state change that can be represented as 

),(),,( '' ssssMoptf  where SSUss ', . 

The state of the system consists of subjects, objects and set of 

current accesses allowed after evaluation of access request by 

authorization evaluation equations. The UAM system 

constrains accesses by considering multiple parameters profile 

associated with each entity active in ubiquitous computing 

environment. The security information of UAM system 

consists of two components: the security parameter UAMSP  

and the security function UAMSF . The security parameters 

represent the security relevant characteristics used by the 

authorization mechanism and depend on the target computing 

environment. All the relevant security parameters need to be 

captured and modeled as part of state machine to build 

reliable authorization mechanism. The security functions 

UAMSF  are used to bind the security information with the 

system entities dynamically. The security information with 

respect to system entities may change with the change of the 

state. Let SSUs  be a state of the system for the ubiquitous 

computing environment. The state is composed of set of 

access request ARUar
 
initiated by subject on behalf of the 

user. The access request by the subject for object will be 

evaluated under relevant access control policy rule  Ua  . 

The considered policy rule defines the set of security function 

involved in authorization evaluation process. Thus the state s 

of the system will comprise of set of current accesses 

CurAccU  and set of security function )(sUSF with respect to 

the considered access policy. The state can be declared as 

secure state if the set of current accesses are authorized under 

the considered policy. The set of conditions that need to be 

satisfied by the state can be represented as .UAMSSt The 

secure state can be represented as )(sSStUAM   and set of 

secure state can be specified as

)}(|{| sSStUsU UAMSSSStSS  .In the next section the basic 

model sets and various security state variables required for the 

development of the model is described in detail. 

3.1.2 UAM Model Elementary Sets  
In this section the basic element sets used for the development 

of the model is described in detail. The UAM model includes 

basic sets of entities (E) named as Subject, Objects, 

Environment domain, Basic Attributes, Context Attribute and 

Trust Attribute. The detail of various sets is defined as follow. 

 Subject: Subject represents an entity that initiates access 

request to access a resource of the system.  

 Object: Object represents an entity that is designated as a 

resource in the system and accessed by the other entities 

designated as subjects.  

 Environment Domain: Environment domain represents 

the computing environment or location or surroundings in 

which an object resource is being accessed by the subject.  

 Basic Attribute:  Attributes are security relevant 

characteristics. Let },...,,{ 21 nAtt AttAttAttU   be a finite 

set of attributes. Each entity Ee  is associated with finite 

set of attributes specified by the attribute mapping relation 

  Attatt UEER   where  

n

Atti UAtt

1

represents the 

attribute profile of entity Ee .The categories of attribute 

include Subject attribute, Object attribute and Ubiquitous 

Environment domain attribute. 

 System Security Policy Base )( UAM  : System security 

policy base represents collection of finite set of security 
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policy rules built over security parameter associated with 

system entities. },...,,{ 21 nUAM apapap represents the 

policy base where iap is a policy rule expressed as 

Boolean expression which is a function of entity security 

descriptors. The system authorization process involves 

evaluation of set of applicable policies with respect to 

access request generated by the system for granting access 

to system resources. The system security policy base is 

collection multiple domain policy set and can be 

represented as follow.            

CtBPCBPKBPPCPTBPABPUAM   .  

The collection includes the following policy sets. 

Attribute Based Policies )( ABP : The Policy rules used to 

control the access to systems protected resources through 

policies expressed as Boolean function of subject, object and 

environmental attributes.  

Trust Based Policies )( TBP : The Policy rules used to control 

the access to systems protected resources through policies 

expressed as Boolean function of trust oriented subject, object 

and environmental attributes.  

Performance Centric Policies )( PCP : The Policy rules used 

to control the access to systems protected resources through 

policies expressed as Boolean function of performance centric 

attributes with respect to resource and environment.  

Knowledge Base Policies )( KBP :  The Implicit Policy rules 

used to control the access to systems protected resources 

through policies expressed as Boolean function of facts and 

rules with respect to subject, resource and environment. 

Case Based Policies )( CBP : The policy rule used to control 

the access to systems protected resources through policies 

expressed as Boolean function of case parameters with respect 

to previous authorizes accesses of the system. 

Context Based Policies )( CtBP : The Policy rules used to 

control the access to systems protected resources through 

policies expressed as Boolean function of context oriented 

subject, object and environmental attributes.  

 Semantic Knowledge Base )( UAMKb : The Semantic 

Knowledge base is formal representation of the asserted 

facts and rules about the various entities of the Ubiquitous 

computing environment system. 


n

iUAM KbKb

1

where iKb is the set of assertions 

defined for the iE of the Ubiquitous computing 

environment.  To control the size of the knowledge base, 

only security relevant characteristics are considered. The 

system knowledgebase is created with the help of formal 

knowledge base representation tools. The Knowledgebase 

acts as reliable source of the information and facts about 

the entities of the system involved in authorization process.  

After defining the basic set of the model, we define the 

security parameter for the UAM as follow        

          ),,,,,( KBUUUUSP UAMTrAttCtxAttSUBUAM 
 

where SUBU  is the set of subjects , AttU is the set of basic 

attributes, CtxU is the set of contextual attributes , TrAttU is set 

of trust attribute constraints , UAM is the finite set of  system 

security policy rules and KB represents semantic 

knowledgebase comprising of  defined facts and rules. 
 

3.1.3 UAM Model State Security Variables 
In this section UAM model state security variables are 

defined. In the context of UAM system, the state SSUs
 
is 

a tuple.  

          
),,,,

,,,,(

KBAccPermAPlAuthStatePCtx

trattSubCurAcc

SFUUUSF

SFSFUUs 
. 

The state of the system describes the state variables that 

capture the security relevant information of the authorization 

process. Such Security relevant state variables can be termed 

as Security Function )( UAMSF  .The security function 

associates the security information to the entities of the 

system. With the change of state of the system, the security 

function may vary. In the following we describe all the 

components used in state definition. 

 

 Current Access Set: With respect to the current state of the 

system, CurAccU represents the set of current authorized 

accesses in the system. 

 Subject Attribute Relation: This relation represents the 

list of subject attribute in a particular state associated with 

an entity subject SUBi USub  . The Subject Attribute 

relation is many to many mapping and can be represented 

as SubAttSubatt UUSAR  .  

 Object Attribute Relation: This relation represent the list 

of object attribute in a particular state associated with an 

entity object OBJi UObj  . The Object Attribute relation is 

many to many mapping and can be represented as 

ObjAttObjatt UUOAR    

 Env-Dom Attribute Relation: This relation represent the 

list of environment attributes in a particular state associated 

with an entity environment domain EnvDomi UEd  . The 

Environment Attribute relation is many to many mapping 

and can be represented as EnvAttEnvDomatt UUEAR    

 Entity Context-Attribute Relation: The Contextual 

Attribute mapping relation can be represented as 

CtxAttCtx UEECR 

  

where E is set of all entities 

comprises of subject, objects and environment domain. 

 Entity Trust-Attribute Relation: The Trust Attribute 

mapping relation can be represented as 

TrAttTr UEETR 

  

where E is set of all entities 

comprises of subject, objects and environment domain.  

 Attribute based Security Function ( attSF ): This class of 

function is a set comprising of attribute based security 

function. 

 Context Based Security Function( CtxSF ):Security 

Function ( CtxSF ) is a set of security relation comprising of 

context based security function.  

 

 Trust Based Security Function ( TrSF ):  Security 

Function ( TrSF ) is a set of security relation comprising of 

trust based security function. 

 Authorization Policy )(APl : The Authorization Policy 

represents the conditions under which access triple 
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 AccOpObjSub ,,  is allowed. The access conditions are 

expressed as Boolean function of entity security descriptors 

that include attributes, context, trust, knowledgebase 

facts/assertions and policy rules. The access is granted if 

function evaluates to true, otherwise the access is denied. 

Formally authorization policy can be represented as follow 

),...,,(

),,(_:

21 nPCondPCondPCondf

AccOpObjSubAllowedAccessAPl 
 

In the above function each policy condition 

)(aplAuthCdPCondi   is a Boolean attribute or set of 

multiple attributes represented as a Boolean expression 

called  PolicyRule . The set Authorization condition 

},...,,{)( 21 nPCondPCondPCondaplAuthCd  is a finite 

set of Boolean functions where  FTPCondi , .If any of 

the policy condition returns False, the access is blocked. If 

all the policy conditions returns true then access is allowed 

and subject can perform specified action on a resource 

object as per authorization assignment .AuthStateP 

 Authorization Policy Base )( APlU : Authorization Policy 

base consists of set of authorization policy rules that 

provide the protection of all system resources within the 

ubiquitous computing environment. The Authorization 

process of the system involves evaluation of applicable 

policy rules from the policy base. Authorization Policy base 

can be represented as follow 

},...,,{ 21 nAPl aplaplaplU 
 

 Authorization Evaluation Function:  The Authorization 

evaluation function is represented as DParf AE :)(  

where the domain },...,{ 2,1 naplaplaplP  is as set of 

applicable Access Control Policies from policy base APlU  

with respect to the Access request ar . The applicable 

access control policies from Policy base are applied to the 

Access request ar and decision with respect to each access 

control policy is combined by Authorization evaluation 

function using combination algorithm 

}...,{ 21 kaplaplaplCA    to conclude the final 

decision  that whether the access request is permitted or 

denied  under the domain },{ denypermitD  . 

 Knowledge Base )(EfKb : The Knowledge Base function 

is used to infer the knowledge about the system entities 

involved in the authorization process. The function

CAEfKb :)(  has an antecedent domain A  and a 

consequent domain C . The Knowledge base KBKbi   

represents set of assertions (facts and rules) for entity iE

The antecedent and consequent domain consists of 

conjunction of entity property represented as predicate. If 

the entire component in the antecedent domain of relation is 

true then consequent of the relation must also be true.  

 Access Permission: The access permission allows subject 

with specific attributes to perform specific operation on an 

object. The access permission can be represented as 

),...,,),,(( 21  nrsprsprspAccOpObjp , where 

 rsp is a reference to the security policy parameters 

defined in the model. The referenced security policy 

parameters can be access control policy, knowledge based 

rules, facts, attribute constraints or any other constraint 

defined in the model. The standard parameters can be 

defined as follow. 

1. ),( AccOpObj Represents allowed set of Access 

Operation on Resource Object. 

2.  aplrsp  Represents Access control policy along 

with required set of Constraints/Conditions of 

Policy.  

3.  AttSARrsp Represents required set of attributes 

of Subject
 
for permission p 

4.  AttOARrsp Represents required resource object 

attribute profile. 

5.  prsp  Represents the security parameters that 

define the applicability of access permission p. 

The access permission set can be defined in terms of above    

components as )( rspUUUU ObjAccOpSubAccPerm 

.The permission specifies the prerequisites that subject 

should satisfy before being allowed to exercise the set of 

privileged operation over resource object. The permission 

set are derived from Access Control Policies defined as 

policy rules for protection of system resources.  

 Authorized State Permission )( AuthStatePU : The 

Authorization State Permission set is used represent 

authorized permissions that a subject of the system is 

authorized to perform on an object in a particular state s. 

The authorization is decided based on the subject, object, 

environment descriptors, security constraints and rules of 

the authorization system model. The authorization is 

expressed in terms of entity descriptors only. Formally 

authorized state permission set can be represented as 

follow. 

AccPermnAuthStateP Up wherepppsU  },...,,{)( 21

This relation represents the list of permission in a particular 

state. As per association user with a particular active set of 

attributes profile from AttSAR  under specific model 

constraints and policy rules  PCondPolicyIDAPl ,  will 

be able to exercise the access privilege under permission p 

on a resource object represented as  AttOARObj  

provided user’s current profile set satisfies the active set 

criteria defined under access permission p associated with 

resource object.  

4. UAM MODEL SECURE STATE  
After defining basic model sets and relation for the UAM 

model, in this section the secure state for the UAM model is 

described. For a given state ssUs , the secure state invariant 

can be represented as )(sSStUAM .The set of secure states can 

be defined as )}(|{| sSStUsU UAMSSSStSS UAM
 .To 

formulate the criteria for secure state )(sSStUAM  we need to 

identify and consider all the security properties that must hold 

for state confirmation as secure state. In the following we 

define security properties that form the criteria for secure state 

under UAM model. The )(sSStUAM holds iff 

1. ssUs  satisfies Attribute based constraints under Current 

Knowledgebase i.e. 

 Subject Attribute Assignment Constraint  

- SUBUSub ,

),()(__ AttSAtt SARSubUSubSubAttassigned  where , 
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given a subject SubUSub  , ),( AttSAtt SARSubU  is the 

set of attributes that Sub  can activate according to 

AttSAR . 

 Object Attribute Assignment Constraint 

- OBJUObj ,

),()(__ AttOAtt OARObjUObjObjAttassigned  where 

, given a object  ObjUObj  , ),( AttOAtt OARObjU  is the 

set of attributes that Obj can activate according to 

AttOAR . 

 Environment Domain Attribute Assignment Constraint 

- EnvDomUEd ,

),()(__ AttEAtt EAREdUEdEdAttassigned  where , 

given a subject EnvDomUEd  , ),( AttEAtt EAREdU  is 

the set of attributes that Ed can activate according to 

AttEAR . 

2. ssUs  satisfies Contextual Attribute constraints under 

Current Knowledgebase. 

 Entity Contextual Attribute Assignment Constraint  

- Ee ,

),()(__ CtxECtxAtt ECReUeEntityCtxAttassigned 

where , given a subject Ee  , ),( CtxECtxAtt ECReU  is 

the set of attributes that e can activate according to 

CtxECR . 

3. ssUs  satisfies Trust Attribute constraints under Current 

Knowledgebase 

 Entity Trust Attribute Assignment Constraint  

- Ee ,

),()(__ TrETrAtt ETReUeEntityTrAttassigned  where 

, given a subject Ee  , ),( TrETrAtt ETReU  is the set of 

attributes that e can activate according to TrETR . 

- Ee , ),()( TrAttETrAttV AVReUeTrAtt  where, given 

a subject Ee  , ),( TrAttETrAttV AVReU  is the set 

representing range of values that e can activate for 

TrAtt  according to TrAttAVR . 

 

4. Resource Access Constraint :  

AccOpObjSub UAccOpUObjUSub  ,,                

),(
),(),,(

AuthStatePSPerm

CurAcc
USubU

AccOpObjUAccOpObjSub 

 
where  

),( AuthStatePSPerm USubU  is set of permissions associated to a 

subject SubUSub  as per AuthStatePU . 

After defining system constraints, for a given state s, the 

specification of the secure state )(sSStUAM  
among set of 

states can be stated as follow. 

Definition 1: A state SSUs is secure and holds secure state 

invariant if and only if. 

1. s satisfies Attribute Assignment Constraint. 

2. s satisfies Contextual Attribute Assignment Constraint. 

3. s satisfies Trust Attribute Assignment Constraint. 

4. s satisfies Resource Access Constraints. 

The above definition is represented formally as an invariant 

)(sSStUAM .The invariant )(sSStUAM  expresses relationship 

between values of the state security variables that must always 

be maintained during state transition from one state to another 

state.  

5. UAM ACCESS CONTROL POLICY 
Based on the security parameters for Ubiquitous computing 

environment, The UAM access control policy for Ubiquitous 

computing environment can be defined as follow.      

},,,,

{][

UAMSSAccOpOBJSUB

UAMUAM

SStUUUU

SPAuthPolicy





 

where  AccOpOBJSUB UUU ,,  represents non empty set of 

Subject, Object and Access Operation respectively, SSU  is 

set of states of the system covered under policy 

UAMAuthPolicy , UAMSSt is the functional invariant that must 

be evaluated for each system state to qualify as secure state.  

6. FORMAL UAM MODEL   
After defining the conditions for the secure state and based on 

the Access control Policy 

},,,,

{][

UAMSSAccOpOBJSUB

UAMUAM

SStUUUU

SPAuthPolicy




 with security 

parameter UAMSP  , the Ubiquitous Access Control Model 

)( UAMUAM SP is defined as a tuple  

}),({)( ARUAMUAMUAM USPAuthPolicySPM  .  

A ubiquitous access control model )( UAMUAM SP is used to 

specify secure state of the system based on the access control 

policy. To implement the security model initial system state, 

state transition function and set of system management 

functions need to be defined.  

6.1 UAM Management Operations 
The UAM Management Operation set UAMMOp  is a 

collection of Administrative and User operations for 

management of the UAM model components. These functions 

control the changes of model state variables as per constraints 

defined under system operations. The set of operation can be 

represented as UsrAdUAM MOpMOpMOp  min where 

minAdMOp represents set of Administrative operation and 

UsrMOp represents set of User Operations. Administrative 

operations are used for the management of UAM State 

security variables and User Operations are used for Access 

Management as per the need of users for UAM model. We 

consider set of user access request operation 

},...,,{ 21 nAR arararU   as subset of System user operations. 

The following figure summarizes the set of Administrative 

Operations and set of User Operations. 

6.1.1 System Administrative Functions  
In this section the system administrative functions for 

performing administrative operations are described.  
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1. Add Subject: This is an operation used for creation of a 

new subject. The operation is allowed with precondition 

that the new subject is not the member of the SUBU  data 

set. After successful completion of operation new subject is 

created and the SUBU data set with other relevant functions 

are updated. The formal definition of the function along 

with security conditions is described as follow.    

}}{____

}{____

}{____

}{

){:(

'

'

'

'













SubEntityTrAttassignedEntityTrAttassigned Set

SubEntityCtxAttassignedEntityCtxAttassigned Set

SubSubAttsassignedSubAttassigned Set

SubUU Then

USub If

USubAddSubject

SubSub

Sub

Sub











 

2. Add Subject-Attribute: This is an operation used for 

creation of a new attribute of a subject. The operation is 

allowed with precondition that the new attribute is not the 

member of the SubAttU  data set. After successful 

completion of operation new subject attribute is created and 

the SubAttU data set  with other relevant functions are 

updated. The formal definition of the function along with 

security constraints is described as follow.    

}

}{'

}{____

}{

){:(

'

'









vSubAttSubAtt Set

SubAttAttSubassignedAttSubassigned Set

SubAttUU Then

USubAtt If

USubAttAttributeAddSubject

SubAttSubAtt

SubAtt

SubAtt









 

3. Authorized State Permission Assignment : This is an 

operation used to define available authorized permission p 

in a particular state.    

 

}

AccOp)}{p(Obj,UU'

rpp if

 Else

AccOp)}{p(Obj,UU'

 then,Truerpp if

prpp each for

do

UAccOpObjp each For

UAccOpUObjUp

UpUAccOpUObjStatePAssignAuth

AuthStatePAuthStateP

AuthStatePAuthStateP

AccPerm

AccOpObjAccPerm

AccPermAccOpObj

/

}{

),(

;;;

{

);:;:(

















 

The operation is allowed with the precondition that the 

permission p is a member of the Access Permission data 

set AccPermU , the subject is a member of SubU  data set. 

After successful completion of the operation the 

AuthStatePdata set with other relevant functions are 

updated. The formal definition of the function along with 

security constraints is described as above. 

6.1.2 System Users Functions  
 

1. Authorization Request Evaluation Function: This is an 

operation used to evaluate user request

ARUAccOpObjSubar ),,(  against available authorized 

permissions AuthStatepUp  in a particular state. This 

function returns a Boolean value in a parameter Eval.If 

the value is true, then the subject is allowed to perform a 

specified Access Operation on a resource object. The 

formal definition of the function along with security 

constraints is described as follow.    

}

{False}Eval

 Else

TrueEval

UAccOpObjSubIf

UAccOpUObjUSub

EvalUAccOpUObjUSubAuthEval

AuthStateP

AccOpObjSub

AccOpObjSub









}{

),,(

;;;

){;:;:;:(

 

6.2 UAM State Transition Function 
The state transition function represents set of functions when 

applied to system, results in transition from one state to 

another state. In order to implement secure model, we need to 

ensure that all state transition maintains secure state. Let us 

define a set ISU  as set of initial states .Let 

UAMUsr MOpMOp   be the user access operation and a set 

SSU as set of system states. The state transition function 

SSSS UMopOUMopssMOptf  )(:),,( '
allows the 

transition from one state to another state where )(MopO is the 

outcome of the system user operation UAMMoPMop  

obtained by applying the member function over a state

SSUs . To maintain secure state, the state transition 

function when applied to the state s should result in state such 

that the secure state invariant holds over derived state. This 

security condition is represented through the following 

theorem 

)'()( sSSttfsSSt  where 's represents the 

derived state. 

The above condition will hold when all the member 

operations of the state transition function satisfy the security 

conditions defined for each of the member operations. 

6.3 UAM  Initial State 

The initial state of the system can be defined as state 0s . In 

order to represent the 0s  state we consider the state s with set 

of initial values. This can be represented as follow 

),,),(

,,,,,(0

KBAccPermAPlAuthStateP

CtxtrattSubCurAcc

SFUUsU

SFSFSFUUs 
  where each state 

variable can be initialized with null value. For secure system 
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we should ensure that initial state is also a secure state i.e. 

initial state should also satisfy the secure state invariant 

)( 0sSStUAM . The case in which the initial state can be 

assumed to be secure state is with all its state variables 

initialized to null value i.e. 









KBAccPermAPlAuthStateP

CtxtrattSubCurAcc

SFUUsU

SFSFSFUU

,,,)(

,,,,,

 

In this case the condition ,SubU is considered sufficient 

for the state to be declared as secure state irrespective of the 

status of the other state variables .In order to make transition 

from initial state to next secure state we need administrative 

function to add subject into the system. 

In the case of initial state where ,SubU the state 0s is said 

to be secure if it comply with all the conditions of as defined 

for UAMSSt invariant. 

7. UAM IMPLEMENTATION  
The Authorization model defines the security criteria for the 

implementation of the secure systems. The security criteria 

are represented through Authorization policy that includes the 

secure state invariant. In order to implement the model we 

defined the required components as part of model 

development process in previous sections. These components 

are Model State Variables, Model Initial State )( 0s , Model 

State Transition Function )( UAMtf  , Model System 

Management Operation )( UAMMOp   and Model State 

Security Invariant )( UAMSSt .  The model Implementation can 

be represented as ),( ISUAM Utf   where UAMtf represents the 

transition function  

The transition function allows the system to transit from one 

state to the another state starting from initial secure state. Let 

the set of reachable state can be represented as SStfRS UU |  

after the application of transition function tf  from current set 

of states CSU . The generic transition function ),,( 'ssartf for 

the model for the Access request ),,( AccOpObjSubar  can be 

defined as follow in Figure 2. 
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Fig 2: The Generic Transition function. 

 

 

The generic definition describes the cases of Access request 

for },{ DeniedAllowed values by using the state security 

invariant. For ‘Allowed’ case, the access request is added to 

the state s, subject to the constraints of state security invariant. 

For ‘Denied’ case, the access request is removed from the 

state s, subject to the constraints of state security invariant. 

Based on generic definition we can define now transition 

function UAM for the following state s. 
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Fig 3: The UAM Transition function. 

Definition 2: The system implementing the model 

)( UAMUAM SPM  is said to be secure if and only if. 

1. The initial state 0s is secure state. 

2. The transition function ),,( 'ssartfUAM satisfies the 

model constraints defined for the member access 

request operation ARUar  where

UAMAR MOpU  . 

3. All the states reachable from the initial state are also 

secure. This can be formally represented as follow. 

UAMSStSStfRS

UAMUAMISUAM

UU

SPAuthPolicyUssartf

||

' )()),,,((





 

where ISUs be secure initial state and on application of 

transition function ),,( 'ssartf under the access control policy 

)( UAMUAM SPAuthPolicy returns state that always belong to 

set of secure state. 

 The implementation ),( ISUAM Utf  for a given model
 

}),({)( ARUAMUAMUAM USPAuthPolicySPM  is said to be 

model compliant iff it satisfies all the model constraints 

defined under above definition. The above definition 

describes formally the security requirements for the 

implementation of the Authorization model for secure 

ubiquitous computing environment. 
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8. CONCLUSION  
In this paper the Ubiquitous Authorization model that 

provides a secure authorization framework for implementation 

of secure authorization service in a ubiquitous computing 

environment is developed. A formal approach based on state 

machine approach is adopted to design a flexible and scalable 

model to support intelligent authorization process in 

ubiquitous computing environment. In the proposed model, 

security parameters have been defined to address the security 

needs of the ubiquitous computing environment. Based on the 

security parameters, the Authorization policy for the system is 

formulated. Also system security invariant is defined to 

ensure the protection of system states. After defining the basic 

components i.e. security parameters, security invariant and 

Authorization policy, a formal Ubiquitous Authorization 

Model is developed. The proposed model ensures the 

protection of system resources of the Ubiquitous computing 

system and provides secure mechanism for implementing 

authorization service.  
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